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Ocasio-Cortez has filed a federal lawsuit against Fox News and several of its personalities in an
attempt to get the right to call herself "Justice of the Peace 2." According to the lawsuit, Ocasio-

Cortez was improperly removed as a Justice of the Peace for New York State. She says this was due
to a longtime misinformation spread by Fox News. If the case is decided in her favor, she will have

the right to the post, and Fox News will be required to add her name to their count of "@AOC"
mentions on Twitter. Visit Business Insider's homepage for more stories. Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-

Cortez filed a federal lawsuit against Fox News and several of its personalities on Tuesday, alleging
that Fox News misinformed viewers about her being stripped of the right to be a Justice of the Peace
in New York. The lawsuit, filed in the Southern District Court of New York, comes days after Ocasio-
Cortez submitted the proper paperwork to take back the title of Justice of the Peace for New York
state. In response, Fox News and several of its personalities began accusing Ocasio-Cortez of the

previous "crime" of attempting to be an elected official. Ocasio-Cortez's lawsuit, filed by employment
attorney Charles Harder, claims that the media outlet's coverage of her has been "inaccurate and
misleading" and that Fox News and several of its personalities have "abused and bullied" her. Fox

News had previously vowed to take legal action against Ocasio-Cortez for both Twitter posts and for
her being removed as a justice of the peace. Ocasio-Cortez, one of the faces of the Democratic

Socialist wing of the party, has been in the national news spotlight over the last several months as
she seeks to implement "Medicare for all." She has called Fox News "racist" and tweeted that "GOP is
racist." The Fox News personalities at the center of Ocasio-Cortez's claims include Bret Baier, Dana
Perino, Megyn Kelly, Sean Hannity, and Geraldo Rivera. The lawsuit also names Joe Simpson, Dagen
McDowell, and Ed Henry as Fox News personalities who have spread "inaccurate" and "misleading"
claims about Ocasio-Cortez. Ocasio-Cortez has not specified any monetary damages in the lawsuit.
The court will have to consider whether the individuals named in the suit deserve to be named as

defendants. In a statement, Ocasio-Cortez said: "Fox News had threatened me with a lawsuit
because I wouldn't stop making the same argument—that it's 'grossly misleading' to claim I'm not an
actual 'Justice of the Peace.' Well guess what: Fox News misrepresented who I am, and now I have no
choice but to take action." Ocasio-Cortez said that she submitted the required paperwork to return to

her position on Saturday, and has kept a low profile in the process. Read more: The New York Post
called Ocasio-Cortez 'a bloody communist,' 'the left's chief propagandist' and 'the queen of post-

truth,' all during her upset primary win over Joe Crowley Fox News did not immediately respond to a
request for comment on the lawsuit. 5ec8ef588b
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